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• Cross-lingual Label Projection aims to map annotated label spans (e.g., 
named entities) of an input sentence onto a corresponding translated text

• For NLP tasks that involve span-level annotations, exploiting translation and 
label projection is an effective method to improve the performance of zero-shot 
cross-lingual transfer: 

‣ Translate-train: translating training data that is available in a high-resource 
language (e.g., English) together with the gold labels into low-resource 
languages  

‣ Translate-test: translating test data in low-resource languages to a high-
source language to run inference on, then projecting the predicted span-
level labels back onto the original test data 
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Previous state-of-the-art approach: Translate w/ markers

Our approach (Codec): Translate w/o markers then insert 
markers with constrained decoding 
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Notations: 
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Codec

Limitation of the previous work

Experiments MANUAL ASSESSMENT 
Manual analysis of Codec outputs for cross-lingual 

NER from English to Vietnamese/Chinese


